
Lynda Womack

Shansjhal Shipyard, Rlarch 13 and 14,

The followina; are notes taken at two different sees ions,
both followins: the introductory coniTnents, which are not included
here,

Students. Before the GPCR students studied only at universities
and did not come to the workshops to exoerience life. The Liuist
aporoach meant that they studied to become officials—spendins;
the whole day in the classroom with their noses in a book. Educa
tion seriously diverged from practice. The GPCR brought about
changes in education. While in the university students also go
to farms and factories to be' educated by the working people. Working
with farmers and workers provides a rich education. Through
practaical work students combine theory and practice. They are
trained to do both mental and manual labor.

When the students first came into our shipyard they were a
lot of trouble. They were interested in seeing everything and
trying it out. This was dangerous. So we gave lessons on general
conditions and technical knowledge. For example, in the diesal
engine workshop there are a lot of machines, so if you don't
abide by the safety regulations it is hazardous. There were the
girls with their long pigtails—which had to be tied up in a
cap or in a hard hat. If you go onto the ship you have to wear
a hardhat. Now its almost finished, but when it was first launched
and they were building the superstructure, there was a danger
of falling objects. The workers teach the students technology--
so ht that they can operate the machines themselves. The students
will feel much easier about how ships are built.

We have ^00 middle school students here now. KXiR They are
not counted as part of the regular work force. They stay about
6 months I they live at home and receive no pay. They get medical
benefits and they are issued oyeralls, but they pay for all their
meals, Ocaasionally they are assiscned here when they graduate,
but only about a dozen since the GPCR, Before the GPCR we had
only a handful of students coming here for practical work right
before they graduated,

Wasres, The ayerage pay is 69 yuan a month. The lowest is 42 yuan
and the hisrhest is 126 yuan. They are 8 pay grades. Criterium
for pay scale oosition is based on technical ability and politcal
attitude. These positions are assigned by the "working grouri".
The production tiam —the masses put forward suggestions and the
leaders decide. The size of the team varies from 10+ to 30 persons.
There are 50 workteams in the marine diesal engine section. The
workers have the right to strike, but actually it never happens.
They can criticize the leaders whenever they want. Since the
GPCR we don't have trade unions. Instead we have mass organizations
called the Workers' Representative Conference (Kungrjen tai-oiao
wei-yuan-hui),

Because of the Liu line, before the principle of material
incentive was carried out. Workers were only concerned about
their own personal interests, not about socialist construction.
They became obscure about the aims of their work. Our construction
is aimed at revolution and consolidating National defense. IT
The Liuist line poisoned the minds of the workers.



ApiDrenticeship, Period of apprenticeship lasts from 1 to 3
They are not on the ree:ular pay scale. The first year they e:et
1R,50 yuan a month, they second year they e:et 21 yuan, the third
they e:et 23,50. The also have a clothes subsidy, are supplied
overalls, e:et travel allowances, and are entitled to all fringe
benefits such as mAdical care,

March l^i- discussion withiTechnician T Planer operator
"Hot worker" (heats steel so that it ̂ an be bent) ^ x
Woman, lather operator » Apprentice in assembly

Q  f and worker in hull assembly ^
PlanerI In our group there are 42 people. We have two production
leaders and two oolitcal propagandists, (One set for each shift-
two shifts here,) The leaders are recommeded and selected by the
masses. The final decision is hade by the workshop revolutionary
committee (RC), The RC is made up of (a) masses (b) cadres and
nC/ technicians. The leaders are concerned with production and
politics. The two propagandists help with political study. The
propaganda people are also recommedded and selected by the masses.
The cadres are also elected and selected by masses and approved
by shipyard leadership. There are four levels here the work ^roup
^sometimes referred to as team); the section—usually made up"^
of 10 work groupsj the workshop—made up of several sectionsj
and the shipyard level RC, Cadres at the section level and below
work everyday, Atrove the section level there is a division of
labor, but they work some of the time. The Revolutionary Committee
system is new—a thing of the GPCR. Before that there were cadres
in the management, but not workers. These cadres were assigned
by the leadership. Now they are nominated by the workshops. At
all levels the members of the RC are recommended,selected by masses,
and approved by leadership. The members we select are approved
most of the time. Sometimes they are not because the leadership
bases the selection on an overall view. The members of the RC '

balanced among the young, middle-aged, old, and women.
So sometimes they say we have too many of one sstRKXKisx category

to nominate somebody else. Nomination and selection

ability Political attitude, close ties with the masses, working
(How exactly are these People selected?) If for example,

7 places to fill on the RC, then the leadership asks
for nominations, JjJs-yPo lo the whole workshop there will be

put up. This list of 70 is passed around. The leader-
ship then tries to balance it for the catesoraes of youn^^, old,
etc. By this time maybe there are 20 names. Then they ask all

7^ 2 I narrowed downto 7. a ihat's how they are elected,"
^^at exactly does the workshop RC do?) They have a taska

assigned to them by the shipyard, and it is divided up and discussed.
The workshop then assigns .lobs to the various croups, and helps
to supervise them in trying to work out their production plan,
it can switch people around as they are needed. The workshop

whole shipyard plan. For example,
requires that this enerine be finished by

^o^kshop RC helps the 50 groups to get co-ordinated,
croups works out its own plan on how it is going

Th?c^=o !! in time to have the engine finished by April.This has to be worked out, taking into consideration that at the
same time we are involved in sspsKX repairing other ships. All
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up of cadres who were nominated bv committee was made
the director and sec?iSrieaders^ leadership-
suoeriors. The staff then we^rmost^vV^r*
graduates. They were a few who ww** haH^^ —university
the ranks of the workers. Since the GPGR up from
elected. (Read nominatid an^slle^^ed!)

produo?!ofoo™?tte?.'
a 3 in Ixehsbi® k combination 1 Pr>^ committee is also
experienced in administration 2 cadres who are fullyThey all have special SeJ?ise whir-J workers!
so they work too-ether Tboni^ ^ complement each other,
to the new one^(i.e!\h^work.r;^^^ especially give a hand
administration. ^ order to heip them in



Cultural RAevolutlon in the Shipyard.

In the past our workshop only made steam engines—not diesal
engines. Before the GPCfi the capitalist roaders didn't think
we were capable of making a diesal fengine. We, on the other
hand, thought we should make diesel engines because of the needs
of the country. We urgently need diesal engines. We had rich
expereience in repairing diesal engines. We were quite convinced
that we could make one. Also the petroleum problem in China is
solved.

In 1958 during the Great Leap Forward (GLF) we had built
a 3000 T ship. The workers succeeded in also making 2 sets of
2000 HP engines. But after the GLF because of the revisionist
line they wouldn't let us go on further, so we produced steam
engines only.

When the people in the assembly workshop decided they could
build a 10,000 T ship, we decided we could build a 10,000 HP
diesel engine. Technically speaking we thought we could do it.
Although there were some difficulties in terms of equipment
and data, the masses could work it out.

(Who is we?) Some of us-in different corners of the shipyard.
Not all the workers thought this way, but quite a few did. We
had to have people interested in all corners because making
a 10,000 HP engine requires the combined effort of the whole
shipyard.

After the GPCR in I968 we severely criticized the revisionist
line in our shipyard. The fact that we had built a 2000HP engine
and a 30OO T ship, but had been hindered from going further was
criticized. Some workers in the Hull building (assembly) workshop
said why can't we build a 10,000 T ship? It was welcomed by some
workers in every section. "If you can build a 10,000 T hull,
we can make a 10,000 HP engine." And then there was a hot debate.

Chou: I was over in the assembly workshop. At first I
disagreed but then my mind was changed. I came to the shipyard
in 1957—right at the time of the Three Great Banners (GLF) and
under the guidance of MTT Thought we built a 3OOO T ship, on that
3000 T slipway that you saw. Because of the Liu line they said
that "Building ships is not as good as buying ships. Buying ships
is not as good as chartering ships". "It's not economical for you
to build ships. You should only repairs ships." W So we had to
stop building ships. We only built small boats. We were mainly
a repair shop until I969. Since the GPCR we have tried to eliminate
the Liu line's influence. Conciousness is greatly raised.

(How did you get the idea to build the 10.000 T ships?)
We read an editorial in the January 1 People's Daily, and we
read a story that the Hsin Kang shipyard In Tientsin had succeeded
in building a 10,000 T ship on a $000 T slipway. We were greatly
enlightened and some od our comrades in the workshop said "If
they can do it, so can we." We have a 3OOO T slipway and we
can do it. After I had heard all that, I agreed. When the
hot debate was carried out, some people said we could'nt do it.
They said the slipway was too smalland it couldn't support such
a heavy hull.
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So we carried out a survey, a scientific investigation.
We suggested using 40 meters that are under water and 25 feet
on the front end. They said such a small slipway couldn't

n  support such a heavy ship, and we said that we could add piles
3  underneath to support the heavier piece. We made a very

XXE scientific investigation before making the final decision,(Why=^¥d^^the=zeapFitalist--^^^ oppoao it?) I am one
of the sponsors of the pDoposition and helped build the 2 3000
T vessels before the GPCR (during GLF). Before the GPCR

^  building had stopped because fo the capitalist roaders iX CR;.
Production had been carried out according to needs of

^  the country as interpreted by the cadres...it was the decision
^ ^ of the cadres. The CR used the leaders in the ia field of

shipbuilding in Shanghai—convinced them that we should only
- o be repairing ships.
^  We criticized all these ia wrong ideas. And we set up

I  the scientific investigation to prove they were wrong.

^ o'

IL
(But in the US we criticize our leaders, and our professors

all the time, and it doesn't do any good. Why did your criticism
succeed in changing their minds?) ^ n

In my opinion it is a question of political power. Before
the GPCR some portion of political power was used by CR. Theses. . . - T.TViir +• Vi ATT TuTnn I n yi OTlpeople pushed the revisionist line. That is why they would not
accept our criticism. Only since the CPCR when "^^he CR^power^wasaCCCpV Oux Ql X 1/X U J. OlU, WJ.lJ.Jf
seized iayxfchBXKHrkExx back by the workers—only after that could
we make the decisions. Politcal power is in the h^^s of the
working class. That's why they listen when we criticize.

Planer: It is because Chairman Mao has the closest titles
to the masses and he believes most in the strength of the masses.
So he could lead us in seizing back the power usurped by the CR.

(Were you aware of the CR before the GPCR?) Chou: Before
the GPCR I didn't understand. I thought we were a socialist sraoe
and that political power was in the kad hands of the working class.
Only after the GPCR, during which all these facts were presented,
and during which we discussed the two lines, only then did. webecome aware that the struggle between two lines has ^ .
existed in the socialist state. So gradually we came to understand

( Why did it all happen when it did?) When we put our proposal
forward about the 10,000 T ship it was supported by the new U9bB)
Revolutionary Committee. So then we set up ^^e 3 in 1 researchgDOup to study the feasibility. In this committee the masses were
dominatn. The leading cadres had been changed. The new RC
been set up. Its members were selected by workers.(Weren't these CR actually helpful in pointing out some of
the technical difficulties involved, thus assuring the success of
the operation in the end?) No. The slipway is small and the
ship is big. This is objective fact. This is common sense. We
know that. V/e have to raise these questions ourselves. The ques
tion is what kind of attitude you havex when you face thtse

.1#^' . i I
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kinds of problems. Should you have confidence in the masses?
All difficulties can be solved with the masses. The other attitude
is that of a coward. They wanted to persuade us to stop. That is
the dispute. It was not over technical questions. It was over
the two lines, a question of attitude toward the masses.

(Was there much opposition?) These was some. Not Just
cadres, but ordinary wohkers who had a negative attitude. The
cadres after '68 didn't voice their attitudes directly. Since
the GPCR under the education of the masses they knew they should
listen, but in the minds of k some of them, they still had doubts.
Some of the workers had doubts too...because of objective facts.
But because of the education, all the workers have been well
educated on the issues, and they quickly came over and ehlped
iDHi build the ship. The CR have also been won over. People's
minds can be changed. This is all dialectical. You can win
people over. Under the dducation of MMT Thought, that vre should
build up our "railroad on the sea" to helpin socialist construction,
the workers knew this , and they were very enthusiastic about
building ships.

Before the Cultural Revolution, because of the Liu line
Chairman Mao's line couldn't be carried out in some fields to

some degree. Thie workers were then aroused by the direct
teaching of Chairman Mao. They recognized the importanca of
political power. Through the actual struggle of the GPCR and the
education of MTT Thought they realized that the criterion for
political power depended on the leaderships line. They realized
that Ch. Mao's line represented the interst of the workers and so
it was correct. Liu's line represented the interst of the
bourgioise and so it was incorrect.
(Did the GPCR start from the top and work down, or vice ei versa?)

Both. From up to down, and down to up. Before the GPCR
becuase of the interference of Liu many directives from Mao
had been blocked. Mao had long before said we should build
this "railroad on the sea" (Hai shang t'ieh lu) but it was
opposed by Liu. So the wrong line was carried out. The GPCR
was initiated and led by Mao himself. Many facts were presented
and the revisionist line was criticized. We all though Mao's
line was in our interest. We should build up China relying on
our own efforts, holding the initiative in our own hands,.
Liu's wanted "slavish comprador" attitude, following the foreigners.
Under education from Mao the masses ̂ ere aroused and the movement

started from bottom up.
(You seem to talk as if the GPCR was as important, or maybe

more important than the revolution in 19^9- How do you feel about
that?) (Heads nod thoughtfully.) In 19^9 we fundamentally solved
the problem of political power. We ended the reactionary rule
over the working peopoe. Mao solemnly proclaimed the People's
Republic, and the end of the 3 big maountains: imperialism, fuudalism,
and bureaucratic capitalism.

Take our shipyard for example. We were a bureaucrat-capitalist
firm. I wasn't here, but have I heard a lot of miserable stories
from verteran workers. They had nothing to eat when they couldn't
gHE get work. The led a very poor and miserable life. Now the
working class is politically liberated, they are masters of the state.



Economically our welfare is guaranteed. My father was a worker
and so I also had this kind of experience, I have been here
19 years and fc have experienced the big changes. When I came it
was very small. The shipyard has g been expanded a great deal.
It can't be compared with pre-liberation. Any worker in China
can tell you that. Words cannot describe the difference.

Before the GPCH Mao's line still was predominatn, but it was
interferred with by Liu's line. Construction had been slowed dovm
by Liu's line. Since the GPCH consciousness is raised and now
we realize the importance of Mao's line and Mao's thought. If
Liu's line had won out, or if it does win out, capitdism would
be restored.

(How long will this struggle against capitalist restoration
go on?) In the process of a socialist society, ther will be
class struggle. We must continue to study Mao's Thought so that
we can struggle against these revisionist influences. A Communist
society means the end of imperialism and capitlism. They will
be defeated before there can be commxinism. But then there will

be a new struggle—between the new and the old.
(Would Mao then be obsolete?) Truth is truth. For example,

Marx was born more than 100 years ago. Sx Fxmdamelital principles
are still correct because it feflects the law of objective
development and represents the interests of the working class.
As for concrete cognition, there will be struggle. You have to
approach it dialectically. Sun Yat-sen played a progressive role,
wo we don't have a negative attidude toward his revolution in 1911.

(What happened to CH in GPCH? Where are they k now?) During
the GPCH when we seized back political power, most of the cadres
didn't have anything to do. They had no more power because they
had exercised the warong line, but then because of the education
of Mao Thouht they realized their mistakes and regretted them
and tried to correct them, and so we absorbed them into the RC.
They are still in leading positions. When they were idle we put
them to work in the workhsop since they didn't have anything
else to do.


